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Abstract: 

 Reliable traffic classification is a fundamental importance to numerous other network activities, from security 

monitoring to accounting, and from Quality of Service (QoS) to providing operators with useful forecasts for long-term 

setup. A Naive Bayes Classifier (NB) estimator was applied to categorize traffic by application. Performance of traffic 

classification is improved when few training data are available. In the proposed scheme, traffic flows are described using 

the discredited statistical features and flow correlation information is modeled by bag-of-flow (BoF). The BoF-based 

traffic classification in a classifier combination framework solved and theoretically analyzes the performance benefit. 

Furthermore, a new BoF-based traffic classification method is proposed to aggregate the Naive Bayes Classifier (NB) 

predictions of the correlated flows. An analysis on prediction error sensitivity of the aggregation strategies was 

performed. Finally, a large number of experiments are carried out on two large-scale real-world traffic datasets to 

evaluate the proposed scheme. In addition, traffic classification also plays a vital role in modern network management, 

such as quality of service (QoS) control. The powerful aspect using samples the Well-known traffic to allow the 

categorization of traffic using basically available information alone. 

 

Index: 

 Networks, Traffic Classification, Network Security, Naive Bayes Classifier, Bag-of-flows and Feature Discretization. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Application oriented traffic classification is a fundamental technology for modern network security. It is useful to tackle a 

number of network security problems including lawful interception and intrusion detection [9]. For example, traffic 

classification can be used to detect patterns indicative of denial of service attacks, worm propagation, intrusions [10], and spam 

spread. In addition, traffic classification also plays an important role in modern network management, such as quality of service 

(QoS) control. Many open source and commercial tools with traffic classification function have been deployed and there is an 

increasing demand on the development of modern traffic classification techniques. 

  

While traditional traffic classification techniques may rely on the port numbers specified by different applications or the 

signature strings in the payload of IP packets, modern techniques normally utilize host/network behavior analysis or flow level 

statistical features by taking emerging and encrypted applications into account. Recently, substantial attention has been paid on 

the application of machine learning techniques to statistical features based traffic classification. In the state-of the - art traffic 

classification methods, Internet traffic is characterized by a set of flow statistical properties and machine learning techniques are 

applied to automatically search for structural patterns. These methods can address the problems suffered from by the traditional 

methods, such as dynamic port numbers and user privacy protection. 

 

Recent research shows that flow statistical feature based traffic classification can be enhanced by feature discretization. 

Particularly, feature discretization is able to dramatically affect the performance of Naive Bayes Classifier (NB). NB is one of 

the earliest classification methods applied in Internet traffic classification [2], which is a simple and effective probabilistic 

classifier employing the Bayes’ theorem with naive feature independence assumptions. Since independent features are assumed, 

an advantage of the NB classifier is that it only requires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters of a 

classification model. The performance degradation of NB traffic estimator is reported in the existing works. Lim et al. found 

that the main reason for the underperformance of a number of traditional classifiers including NB is the lack of the feature 

discretization process [1]. For example, feature discretization can effectively improve the accuracies of the support vector 

machine (SVM) and NN algorithms at the price of lower classification speed. The NB with feature discretization demonstrates 

not only significantly higher accuracy but also much faster speed of classification.  

 

Considering complex network situation, a difficult question is that how to obtain a high-performance statistical feature based 

traffic classifier using a small set of training data. The solutions to this question are essential to address a number of difficult 
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problems in the field of network security and management. Example, in practice, manually label very few samples as supervised 

training data since traffic labeling is time-consuming, especially for new applications and encrypted applications. Moreover, a 

big challenging issue for current network management is to handle a large number of emerging applications, where it is almost 

impossible to collect sufficient training samples in a limited time. These observations motivate the proposed work. 

 

In this paper, the effectively improved NB-based traffic estimator with a small set of training samples provided. The 

idea is to seamlessly incorporate flow correlation into the NB-based classification process with feature discretization. The major 

contributions are as follows. 

 

 A new traffic classification scheme to utilize the information among the correlated traffic flows generated by an 

application. In proposed scheme, bag-of-flows (BoF) is introduced for modeling correlated flows and the new BoF- 

based traffic classification is solved by aggregating correlated NB predictions. 

 

 The theoretical study on the proposed scheme. First, explained why the proposed scheme does work in a theoretical 

framework of classifier combination. Second, the analysis of sensitivities to prediction errors of different aggregation 

rules employed in the proposed scheme. 

 

 The comprehensive evaluation of the proposed scheme on two large scale real-world network datasets. The empirical 

study shows that the proposed scheme can effectively improve the traffic classification performance with a small set 

of training data and it outperforms the existing state-of-the-art traffic classification methods. All code and data related 

to this work will be available on request. 

  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly explained the applications of Naïve Bayes algorithm. 

Section 3 includes the survey of the related research in detailed. The proposed algorithm is described in Section 4, the 

aggregation and its results dealt in Section 5. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.  

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

This section describes a few areas where Internet Traffic Classification can be used effectively. According to W. 

Moore, Reliable traffic classification is of fundamental importance to numerous activities, from security monitoring to 

accounting, and from Quality of Service (QoS) providing operators with useful long-term setup. According to Nigel Williams, 

Sebastian Zander, Grenville Armitage, the identification of network applications through observation of associated packet 

traffic flows is a vital to the areas of network management and surveillance. According to Jeffery Erman, A. Mahanti, M. Artlitt 

and C. Williamson, Traffic Classification is the ability to identify and categorize network traffic by application type. 

  

RELATED WORK 

 

Traffic Classification through Simple Statistical Fingerprinting [4] explains about the classification of Internet Protocol 

(IP) flows according to the application that generated them is at the basis of any modern network management platform. 

However, classical techniques such as the ones based on the analysis of transport layer or application layer information are 

rapidly becoming ineffective. In this paper the flow classification mechanism based on three simple properties of the captured 

Internet Protocol (IP) packets: their size, sequence of inter-arrival time and arrival order. Even though these quantities have 

already been used in previous to define classification techniques, the proposed scheme is based on new structures called 

protocol fingerprints, which express such quantities in a compact and efficient way, and on a simple classification algorithm 

based on normalized thresholds. Although at a very early stage of development, the proposed technique is showing promising 

preliminary results from the classification of a reduced set of protocols.  

 

BLINd Classification or simply BLINC: Multilevel Traffic Classification in the Dark [5] presents a fundamentally 

different approach to classifying traffic flows according to the applications that generate. In contrast to previous methods, this 

proposed approach is based on observing and discovers the patterns of host behavior at the transport layer. Then analyze these 

patterns at three levels of increasing detail (i) the social, (ii) the functional and (iii) the application level. This multilevel 

approach of looking at traffic flow is probably the most important contribution of this paper. Furthermore, this approach has two 

important features. First, it operates in the dark, having (a) no access to packet payload, (b) no knowledge of port numbers and 

(c) no additional information about current flow of collectors provide. These restrictions respect privacy, technological and 

practical limitation. Second, it can be tuned to balance the accuracy of the classification versus the number of successfully 

classified traffic flows. The demonstration of effective approach applied on three real traces. The results show that it can 

classify 80%-90% of the traffic with more than 95% accuracy.  

 

Discover and Discriminating between web and Peer to Peer Traffic in the Network Core [6] describes traffic 

classification is the ability to identify and determine network traffic by application type. In this paper, the problem of traffic 

classification in the network core is considered. Classification at the core is arise issues because only partial information about 
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the flows and their contributors is available. The problem indentified by developing a framework that can estimate the missing 

statistics from a unidirectional packet trace for route path.  

 

Internet Traffic Classification Demystified: Myths, Caveats, and the Best Practices[1] explains recent research on 

Internet traffic classification algorithms has yield a flurry of proposed approaches for distinguishing types of traffic, but no 

systematic comparison of the various algorithms. This fragmented approach to traffic classification research leaves the 

operational community with no basis for consensus on what approach to use when, and how to interpret results. In this work, 

critically revisit the traffic classification by conducting a detailed evaluation of three classification approaches, based on 

transport layer port number, host behavior, and flow features. Strength of this approach is the broad range of data. The diverse 

geographic locations, link characteristics and application traffic mix in these data allow evaluating the approaches under a wide 

variety of conditions. This analysis has advantages and limitations of each approach, evaluate methods to overcome the 

limitations, and extract insights and recommendations for both the study and practical application of traffic classification.  

 

A Preliminary Performance Comparison of Five Machine Learning Algorithms for Practical Internet Protocol (IP) 

Traffic Flow Classification[3] describes the identification of network applications through observation of associated sequence of 

packet traffic flows is vital to the areas of network management and surveillance. Recently familiar methods such as port 

number and payload-based identification exhibit a number of shortfalls. Other techniques such as Machine Learning (ML) 

techniques and identify network applications based on per-flow statistics, derived from payload-independent features such as 

packet length and mean inter-arrival time distributions. The performance of feature set reduction, using Consistency-Based and 

Correlation-Based feature selection, is demonstrated on Naïve Bayes, C4.5, Bayesian Network and Naive Bayes Classifier Tree 

algorithms. It is useful to differentiate algorithms based on computational performance rather than classification accuracy alone, 

which is similar to between the algorithm, computational performance can differ significantly.  

 

Training on multiple sub-flows better to use of Machine Learning (ML) classifiers in real-world Internet Protocol (IP) 

networks [7] proves Literature on the use of machine learning (ML) algorithms for classifying Internet Protocol (IP) traffic has 

relied on full-flows or the first few packets of flows. In contrast, many real-world scenarios require a classification decision well 

before a flow has completed even if the flow's beginning is lost. This implies classification must be achieved using statistics 

derived from the most recent N packets taken at any arbitrary point in a flow's lifetime. This proposed training the classifier on a 

combination of short sub-flows (extracted from full-flow examples of the target application's traffic). It demonstrate using the 

Naive Bayes Classifier ML algorithm, and show that the results in excellent performance even when classification is initiated 

mid-way through a flow with windows as small as 25 packets long. The suggestion provided to future use of unsupervised ML 

algorithms to identify optimal sub-flows for training.  

 

Internet Traffic Classification using Bayesian Analysis Techniques [2] explains Reliable traffic classification of 

fundamental importance to numerous other networks, from security monitoring to accounting, and from Quality of Service 

(QoS) to providing operators with useful forecasts for long-term setup. The Naive Bayes Classifier estimator is applied to 

categorize traffic by application. Uniquely, the proposed approach capitalizes on hand-classified network data, using it as input 

to a supervised Naive Bayes Classifier estimator. In this paper provides to illustrate the high level of accuracy achievable with 

the Naive Bayes Classifier estimator. Further illustrate the improved accuracy of refined variants of this estimator. The results 

indicate that with the simplest of Naive Bayes Classifier estimator  to achieve about 65% accuracy on per-flow classification 

and with two poIrful refinements can improve this value to better than 95%; this is a vast improvement over traditional 

techniques that achieve 50--70%. While proposed technique uses training data, with categories derived from packet-content, all 

of the training and testing was done using header-derived discriminators. This as a powerful aspect of proposed approach: using 

samples of well-known traffic to allow the categorization of traffic using basically available information alone.  

 

On combining classifiers [8] to improve a common theoretical framework for combining classifiers which use distinct 

pattern representations and show that many existing schemes can be considered as special cases of compound classification 

where all the pattern representations are used to make a combined decision. An experimental comparison of various classifier 

combination schemes demonstrates that the combination rule developed under the most restrictive assumptions, the sum rule-

outperforms other classifier combinations schemes. A sensitivity analysis of the various schemes to estimation errors is carried 

out to show that this finding can be proven theoretically. 

 

NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER ALGORITHM 

 
This section presents a novel NB-based classification scheme to deal with the correlated flow in an effective way, 

which can significantly improve the classification performance even with a small set of supervised training data. 
 

A. Classification Process 
The classification process of the proposed scheme is focused on flow-level traffic classification. In the pre-processing, 

the system captures Internet Protocol (IP) packets crossing a target network and constructs traffic flows by checking the headers 

of Internet Protocol (IP) packets. A flow consists of successive Internet Protocol (IP) packets with the same 5-tuple: source IP, 

source port, destination IP, destination port, and transport layer protocol.  A heuristic way to determine the correlated flows and 
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model them using “bag-of-flows (BoF)”.  

 

If the flows observed in a certain period of time share the same destination IP, destination port, and transport layer 

protocol, they are determined as correlated flows and form a BoF. For the classification purpose, a set of flow statistical features 

are extracted and discredited to represent traffic flows. A novel approach is proposed for traffic classification, namely 

aggregation of correlated NB predictions, which consists of two steps. In the first step, the single NB predictor produces the 

posteriori knowledge of class-conditional probabilities for each flow. In the second step, the aggregated predictor aggregates the 

flow predictions (posteriori knowledge probabilities) to determine the final class for BoFs. 
 

 

B. A BoF-Based Classification Framework 
In the proposed scheme, a set of correlated flows are generated by the same application, which is modeled using a bag 

of flows (BoF),. Since the flows, belong to the same application-based class, such correlation in-formation can be utilized to 

improve the classification results. Therefore, the aim of proposed scheme is to aggregate the individual predictions of the 

correlated flows so as to conduct more reliable classification. This research shows that the goal can be achieved by the approach 

of classifier combination. The BoF-based classification can be fitted into Kittler’s theoretical framework [8] for classifier 

combination. 

 
C. Aggregation of Correlated NB Predictions 

In the proposed scheme present a new approach, BoF-based NB (BoF-NB), to aggregate correlated NB predictions in 

this work, which results in a more reliable aggregated predictor for traffic classification.  
   1) Single NB Predictor: Naive Bayes Classifier is chosen for the scheme due to two reasons. Firstly, it has demonstrated high 

classification speed and good performance using the discredited statistical features in traffic classification. Secondly, it is easy 

for Naive Bayes Classifier to produce the posterior probability that a testing flow belongs to a traffic class. According to the 

Bayesian decision theory [16], the maximum-a-posterior classifier can minimize the average classification error. The key point 

is to estimate the posterior probability that a testing flow belongs to a traffic class. 
 
2) Aggregated Predictor: Under Kittler’s theoretical framework [11], a number of combination methods can be derived from 

the Bayesian decision theory which can be used for aggregated predictor. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUTION 

 
In this section, the evaluation of proposed BoF-NB scheme on two real-world traffic datasets. The proposed BoF-NB 

scheme is compared to four state-of-the-art traffic classification methods including C4.5, k-NN, NB and Erman’s semi 

supervised method in the situation of a small number of supervised training samples. 

 

To establish the ground truth for the testing datasets, it has developed a deep packet inspection (DPI) tool that matches 

regular expression signatures against flow payload content [14]. A number of application signatures are developed based on 

previous experience and some well-known tools such as l7-filter (http://l7-filter.sourceforge.net) and Tstat 

(http://tstat.tlc.polito.it). Also, several encrypted and new applications are investigated by manual inspection of the unidentified 

traffic. The empirical study uses two testing datasets which are created from two real-world network traffic traces, wide [15] and 

internet service provider (isp) [14], respectively.  

  

The wide dataset consists of 182k traffic flows which are randomly selected from the wide trace and carefully recognized 

by the DPI tool and manual inspection. All flows in the wide dataset are categorized into 6 application-oriented classes. For the 

wide dataset, there are only a small number of classes and the HTTP flows dominate the whole dataset. The other is the isp 

dataset created from the internet service provider (isp) trace. The internet service provider (isp) dataset consists of 200 k flows 

randomly sampled from 11 major classes. To avoid the dominating classes, here randomly select up to 30 k flows from every 

class. The wide and internet service provider (isp) datasets can well represent the different natures of two real-world network 

traffic traces. A large number of experimental results obtained on the two datasets with different characteristics are statistically 

significant. The experimental results can effectively demonstrate the classification capability of various traffic classification 

methods. Table I shows Unidirectional Statistical Information and Fig.5.1 shows Impact of feature discretization (a) on internet 

service provider (isp) dataset and (b) on wide dataset 

 

 
Table I  

Unidirectional Statistical Information 

 

S.No. Type of features Feature description Number 

1 Packets 
Number of packets transferred in 

uni-direction 
2 

2 Bytes Volume of bytes transferred in uni- 2 
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direction 

3 Packet Size 

Min., Max., mean and standard 

deviation of Packet Size in uni-

direction 

8 

4 Inter – Packet Time 

Min., Max., mean and standard 

deviation of Inter Packet Time in 

uni-direction 

8 

Total 20 

 

 

 
(a)       (b) 

Fig.5.1. Impact of feature discretization (a) on internet service provider (isp) dataset and (b) on wide dataset 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this paper, the proposed scheme of a new traffic classification which can effectively improve the classification 

performance in the situation that only few training data are available. The proposed scheme is able to incorporate flow 

correlation information into the classification process. It presented a theoretical analysis on why and how the proposed scheme 

does work. A new BoF-NB method was also proposed to effectively aggregate the correlation Naive Bayes Classifier (NB) 

predictions. The experiments performed on two real-world network traffic datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

proposed scheme. The experimental results showed that BoF-NB with the sum rule outperforms existing state-of-the-art 

methods by large margins. This study provides a solution to achieve high-performance traffic classification without time-

consuming training samples labeling. 
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